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Ø Compete for Talent –build attractive employer brands & a 
modern work environment

Ø Develop digital skill sets and train for transformation
Ø Build diversity of talent, culture, networks and leadership

1. Talent
Find & Retain Good People

Training
Diversity

‘Invest in people, not 
technology – because 
technology does not 
change a corporate 
culture’ - Philipp 
Schmidt, chief 
transformation officer 
and MD: Prisma 
Media Solutions 
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� Explore partnerships and branded content
� Create platform specific content with clear brand identity
� Challenge ‘fake news’, regain credibility and fight piracy

2. Media in a 
platform age

Business Models
Audience engagement
The dark side of social

’We have found that 
when you create 
original content for each 
platform it works much 
better for 
engagement’ – Kalli
Purie, group editorial 
director, India Today 
Group 
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3. Building 
Revenue Streams

Subscriptions & Memberships
E-commerce

Events

‘We now charge the 
same for a digital 
subscription as for a 
print subscription on the 
grounds that you are 
paying for the content 
and not the format’ –
Michael Brunt, chief 
marketing officer & MD: 
Circulation, The 
Economist

Ø Invest in knowledge/data to build subscriptions; add value through 
memberships

Ø Transform from media to audience-focused content-and-commerce, 
with seamless transactional technology

Ø Build events as a revenue generator driving brand loyalty and 
subscriptions; a great platform for advertisers
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4. The state of 
advertising

Dealing with the Duopoly
Native and Trust

Video Monetisation
Ad Fraud

Ø Exploit partnership opportunities to go beyond the algorithm
Ø Create authentic, opinionated and purposeful native copy; break down silos in 

your business and be transparent
Ø Partner with platforms to create branded or sponsored video content; 

experiment with paywalls
Ø Have a strategy for dealing with ad fraud; collaborate with industry partners

‘These massive tech 
platforms are essentially 
utilities. Facebook is the 
telephone line and we 
provide them with a 
conversation’ – James 
Wildman, President & 
CEO Hearst Magazines 
UK
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5. Tech: challenges 
& opportunities

AI
Voice, AR & VR

Data & the cost of online

‘Leveraging the power 
of artificial intelligence 
(AI) and big data 
strategies throughout 
the entire value chain 
should already be 
central for every media 
company’ – Martha L. 
Stone, CEO of the World 
Newsmedia Network

Ø Create a holistic big data strategy to ensure audience analytics drive engagement 
incorporating AI technologies

Ø Drive greater interaction with voice and more immersive storytelling with VR & AR

Ø Editorial cultures need to transform to embrace data; digital publishing will become 
more expensive as the need to layer analytics and data across everything grows
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Ø A passionate audience is willing to spend and magazines are the link between 
people & their passions

Ø Uniqueness creates loyal, engaged & sustainable audiences generating ‘easy’ 
data & insight with plenty of advertising appeal

Ø Create fully integrated, multi-platform strategies to take brand’s audience 
beyond content platforms

6. Power of special interest 
media

Tapping into Passions
Uniqueness

Digital Strategies

‘These brands are 
joined together by our 
ability to build high 
value relationships 
with enthusiasts 
through specialist 
content’ – Alastair 
Lewis, group director, 
Haymarket Consumer 
Media
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Ø Extend global reach through international print and digital 
distribution

Ø Drive digital growth with apps and social
Ø Build unified global brand identity across all major platforms 

with digital-first global access

7. Building global brands

Internationalisation
Multi-Platform Brands

‘The world has 
changed into two 
realities for a brand: 
1.) print taking 
advantage of country-
by-country operation 
and 2.) much greater 
global coordination for 
digital’ – Wolfgang 
Blau, chief digital 
officer, Condé Nast 
International 
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Ø Print is tactile – use this! Tap into both the readers’ senses and 
marketeer nostalgia

Ø Print has luxury appeal, is consumed slowly and lingers in 
consumer households

Ø Magazines are a quality medium that sells and increase brand 
awareness

8. Print Matters

Innovating with Print
The Power of Touch & Feel

The Ultimate Touchpoint

‘Why try to be part of 
virtual reality if you 
can be part of reality? 
– Christian Kallenberg, 
director consulting,  
We Like Mags
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Ø Populism: a panic reaction to globalisation leading to undermining 
of the media and a crisis of liberal democracy

Ø Growth from new digital brands, new audiences and more 
specialist content

Ø Leadership must reflect on the industry, be committed to diversity 
and drive cultural transformation

9. The Future
Publishing in a Time of Political 

Upheaval
Where’s Growth Going to Come 

From?
Leadership

‘We all hear businesses 
need to change and 
innovate. But the 
question is how much 
do we actually change 
ourselves?’ – James 
Tye, CEO, Dennis
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